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Abstract—For
expensive
constrained
optimization
problems (ECOPs), the computation of objective function
and constraints is very time-consuming. This paper proposes
a novel global and local surrogate-assisted differential evolution (DE) for solving ECOPs with inequality constraints.
The proposed method consists of two main phases: 1) global
surrogate-assisted phase and 2) local surrogate-assisted phase.
In the global surrogate-assisted phase, DE serves as the
search engine to produce multiple trial vectors. Afterward,
the generalized regression neural network is used to evaluate
these trial vectors. In order to select the best candidate from
these trial vectors, two rules are combined. The first is the
feasibility rule, which at first guides the population toward
the feasible region, and then toward the optimal solution. In
addition, the second rule puts more emphasis on the solution
with the highest predicted uncertainty, and thus alleviates the
inaccuracy of the surrogates. In the local surrogate-assisted
phase, the interior point method coupled with radial basis
function is utilized to refine each individual in the population.
During the evolution, the global surrogate-assisted phase has the
capability to promptly locate the promising region and the local
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surrogate-assisted phase is able to speed up the convergence.
Therefore, by combining these two important elements, the
number of fitness evaluations can be reduced remarkably. The
proposed method has been tested on numerous benchmark test
functions from three test suites and two real-world cases. The
experimental results demonstrate that the performance of the
proposed method is better than that of other state-of-the-art
methods.
Index Terms—Differential evolution (DE), expensive constrained optimization problems (ECOP), global search, local
search, surrogate model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N MANY science and engineering areas such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [1], computational structural mechanics [2], and computational electromagnetics [3],
optimization problems always include one objective function
and various constraints. Moreover, for some of them, the computation of objective function and constraints is extremely
expensive (for example, one simulation of typical computational electromagnetics may take 20 min [4]). This kind of
optimization problems is considered to be expensive constrained optimization problems (ECOPs). An ECOP with
inequality constraints can be formulated as follows:

I

minimize: f (x)
Subject to: gj (x) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , p

(1)

where x = (x1 , . . . , xD ) ∈ S is the decision vector, Li ≤ xi ≤
Ui (i ∈ {1, . . . , D}) is the ith decision variable, D is the number of decision variables, Li and U
i are the lower and upper
bounds of xi , respectively, S = D
i=1 [Li , Ui ] is the search
space or decision space, f (x) is the objective function, gj (x) is
the jth inequality constraint, and p is the number of inequality
constraints. Due to the existence of constraints, when evaluating a decision vector x, we need to consider its degree of
constraint violation. The degree of constraint violation of x on
the jth constraint can be computed as follows:


(2)
Gj (x) = max 0, gj (x) , j = 1, . . . , p.
p
x) denotes the degree of conAfterward, G(x) =
j=1 Gj (
straint violation of x on all constraints.
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are a class of populationbased heuristic search approaches, which have been successfully applied to solve different types of optimization problems.
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EAs usually implement crossover, mutation, and selection
operators to improve the quality of each individual in the
population generation by generation. In general, EAs need
a large number of fitness evaluations (FEs) to obtain the global
optimum of an optimization problem.
In the evolutionary computation research community, how
to deal with expensive unconstrained optimization problems (EUOPs) has attracted much attention. Owing to the
computationally expensive nature, applying EAs to solve
EUOPs in a straightforward way is highly time-consuming
and even impractical. Over the past 15 years, surrogateassisted EAs (SAEAs) have been widely accepted as one
of the most popular methods for solving EUOPs. The basic
idea behind SAEAs is to build a surrogate model to approximate the original expensive objective function. Since the
surrogate model is much more computationally efficient than
the original objective function, the computational cost can
be reduced significantly. At present, a variety of surrogate
models has been developed, such as polynomial regression,
Gaussian process (GP), radial basis function (RBF), artificial neural network, and support vector machine (SVM). In
order to find the global optimum within a limited budget
of FEs, SAEAs should combine the surrogate model with
the original objective function in an effective way. There are
three kinds of methods, namely evolution control, surrogateassisted prescreening method, and surrogate-assisted local
search, to address the above issue. Evolution control, proposed
by Jin et al. [5], is a simple yet popular framework for managing surrogates, which includes individual-based control and
generation-based control. In individual-based control, some of
individuals are evaluated with the original objective function
and the remaining individuals are evaluated with surrogates at
each generation. In contrast, with respect to generation-based
control, all individuals in the population are evaluated with surrogates in some generations, while in the rest of generations
the original objective function is used for evaluating all individuals. For surrogate-assisted prescreening methods [6], [7],
surrogates are used to preselect a subset of promising individuals among a number of trial offspring. Afterward, the chosen
individuals are re-evaluated with the original objective function. Regarding surrogate-assisted local search [8], [9], the
surrogate of objective function and its gradient information
are utilized to generate an offspring in each iteration. Finally,
the resulting offspring is re-evaluated with the original objective function. In 2011, Jin [10] carried out a comprehensive
survey on SAEAs.
On the other hand, recent two decades have witnessed
the significant development of constraint-handling techniques
for inexpensive constrained optimization problems. The current popular constraint-handling techniques can be classified
into three categories [11]–[13]: 1) methods based on penalty
functions [14]–[16]; 2) methods based on the preference of
feasible solutions over infeasible solutions [17]–[20]; and
3) methods based on multiobjective optimization [21]–[25].
For the methods based on penalty functions, an infeasible
solution is penalized according to its degree of constraint violation. With respect to the methods based on the preference
of feasible solutions over infeasible solutions, either objective
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function or the degree of constraint violation is used to compare the individuals in the population. Moreover, in this kind
of methods, the search is biased toward the feasible region.
In terms of the methods based on multiobjective optimization,
the constraints are treated as one or more objective functions.
The interested reader is referred to a recent survey paper on
constraint-handling techniques [26].
Although EUOPs and constraint-handling techniques have
been actively investigated, not much work has been done to
solve ECOPs in the evolutionary computation research community. When solving ECOPs by EAs, most of the current
methods adopt global surrogates or local surrogates individually; therefore, their effectiveness and efficiency are limited.
Additionally, how to improve the quality of surrogates during
the evolution and how to combine surrogates with constrainthandling techniques have not been studied in depth. Motivated
by the above considerations, this paper proposes a global
and local surrogate-assisted differential evolution (DE) called
GLoSADE for solving ECOPs with inequality constraints. To
the best of our knowledge, GLoSADE is the first attempt
to combine both global and local surrogates in expensive
constrained evolutionary optimization. GLoSADE consists of
two important phases: 1) global surrogate-assisted phase and
2) local surrogate-assisted phase.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.
1) The global surrogate-assisted phase makes use of DE
to generate multiple trial vectors and the generalized
regression neural network (GRNN) to evaluate them. It
is worth noting that the training procedure of GRNN
is one-passing learning, and the computational cost is
thus very low. Subsequently, two rules are combined to
select the most potential candidate from the trial vectors.
The first rule, named the feasibility rule [17], selects the
best infeasible solution if the population only contains
infeasible solutions or the best feasible solution if the
population contains at least one feasible solution, with
the aim of at first guiding the population toward the feasible region, and then toward the optimal solution. The
second rule, called the uncertainty-based rule, chooses
the individual with the highest predicted uncertainty,
which can improve the quality of surrogates.
2) In the local surrogate-assisted phase, the interior point
method refines each individual in the population in an
iterative manner. In each iteration, RBF is used to construct a gradient descent direction and a step size to
create a new solution.
3) Because of the powerful global search ability of DE
and the good generalization performance of GRNN, the
global surrogate-assisted phase is capable of locating the
promising region promptly. On the other hand, the local
surrogate-assisted phase is able to speed up the convergence. Hence, GLoSADE attempts to strike a balance
between the effectiveness and efficiency.
4) Systematic experiments have been conducted to study
the performance of GLoSADE and compare it with three
other state-of-the-art methods on the benchmark test
functions at IEEE CEC2006 [27], IEEE CEC2010 [28],
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and IEEE CEC2017 [29]. Moreover, GLoSADE has
been successfully applied to solve two practical ECOPs,
i.e., the optimal shape design of transonic airfoil and the
topology optimization of energy-absorbing component.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces DE and surrogates. Section III describes the
related work. The proposed method, GLoSADE, is elaborated
in Section IV. Sections V and VI present the experimental
studies on benchmark test functions from three test suites and
two real-world applications, respectively. Finally, Section VII
concludes this paper.

3

1) Generalized Regression Neural Network: GRNN,
proposed by Specht [33], is a memory-based neural network,
which can approximate any underlying regression surface in
theory. Unlike other neural networks, such as back-propagation
neural network, GRNN is a one-pass learning algorithm. Thus,
the time-saving GRNN is very suitable for dealing with expensive optimization problems. Assuming that f (x, y) denotes the
joint probability density function of a random vector x and
a random variable y. The conditional mean of y on x is given
by



E y|x =

II. D IFFERENTIAL E VOLUTION AND S URROGATES
A. Differential Evolution
DE, proposed by Storn and Price [30], is a very popular
EA paradigm for solving complex optimization problems. In
this paper, DE is employed as the search engine. Similar to
other EAs, DE is also a population-based optimizer [31], [32].
Suppose that P = {x1 , . . . , xNP } denotes the population and
xk = (xk,1 , . . . , xk,D ) is the kth individual (also called the kth
target vector) in P. Over the course of evolution, DE consists
of three main operators, i.e., mutation, crossover, and selection.
First, the mutant vector vk = (vk,1 , . . . , vk,D ) is generated by
a mutation operator for each target vector xk . The commonly
used mutation operators are listed as follows.
1) DE/rand/1


(3)
vk = xr1 + F × xr2 − xr3 .
2) DE/best/1



vk = xbest + F × xr1 − xr2 .

3) DE/current-to-rand/1




vk = xk + F × xr1 − xk + F × xr2 − xr3 .

(4)

(5)

4) DE/current-to-best/1



vk = xk + F × (xbest − xk ) + F × xr1 − xr2

(6)

where r1 , r2 , and r3 are three mutually different integers uniformly generated from {1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . , D}, xbest is the
best individual in the population, and F is the scaling factor.
Afterward, the crossover operator is implemented on xk
and vk to generate the trial vector uk = (uk,1 , . . . , uk,D ). The
binomial crossover is expressed as follows:

v , if randj ≤ CR or j = jrand
, j = 1, . . . , D (7)
uk,j = k,j
xk,j , otherwise
where randj is a random number on the interval [0, 1], jrand is
a integer randomly selected form {1, . . . , D}, and CR ∈ [0, 1]
is the crossover control parameter.
Finally, the selection operator chooses the better one
between xk and uk into the next generation.
B. Surrogates
In this paper, GRNN and RBF are used to construct the
global and local surrogates, respectively. Next, we give a brief
introduction to them.

∞
x, y)dy
−∞ yf (
.
∞
f
x
, y)dy
(
−∞

(8)

Given the data points {(xi , yi )|xi ∈ D , i = 1, . . . , N}, the
joint probability density function can be estimated by Parzen
nonparametric estimator [34] as follows:
f̂ (x, y) =

1
N(2π )(D+1)/2 σ D+1
N

×

exp −
i=1

(x − xi )(x − xi )T
(y − yi )2
exp −
2
2σ
2σ 2
(9)

where σ is a user-defined smoothness parameter.
By combining (8) with (9), the conditional mean of y can
be calculated as

N
(x−xi )(x−xi )T
 
i=1 yi exp −
2σ 2
 .
(10)
E y|x = 
N
(x−xi )(x−xi )T
2
i=1 exp −
2σ
As a result, when point x is given, the predicted output on x
is equal to E[y|x].
2) Radial Basis Function: RBF is a kind of interpolation model and has been widely applied to various scientific
and engineering fields. RBF uses a weighted sum of simple basis functions to interpolate the scatter points. Given the
data points{(xi , yi )|xi ∈ D ,i = 1, . . . , N},RBF approximates
the underlying function as follows:
N

f̂ (x) =

ωi φ(x − xi )

(11)

i=1

where ωi is the weight coefficient and φ(·) is a basis function.
Many forms of the basis function can be used here. The cubic
form φ(r) = r3 is chosen in this paper. The previous studies
have revealed that the cubic form outperforms the other kinds
of basis function [35]. In addition, the weight vector ω
 =
(ωi , . . . , ωN )T can be computed as follows:
ω
 = (T )−1 T y

(12)

where y = (y1 , . . . , yN )T is the output vector and  is the
following matrix:
⎤
⎡
φ(x1 − x1 ) · · · φ(x1 − xN )
⎥
⎢
..
..
..
(13)
=⎣
⎦.
.
.
.
φ(xN − x1 ) · · · φ(xN − xN )
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III. R ELATED W ORK
Solving ECOPs by EAs is one of the most important challenges in the evolutionary computation research community.
This section presents a brief review of EAs for ECOPs from
two aspects: 1) surrogate-assisted prescreening methods and
2) surrogate-assisted local search.
The primary idea of the surrogate-assisted prescreening
methods is the following. First, a number of trial offspring
are generated by EA operators. Second, surrogates are utilized to evaluate the trial offspring and a selection strategy
is presented to preselect some desired candidates from the
trial offspring. Finally, these candidates are re-evaluated with
the original objective function and constraints. For example,
Krempser et al. [36] proposed a DE assisted by surrogates
for structural optimization problems. In this method, four DE
variants are adopted to generate four trial offspring for each
individual in one generation. Afterward, the similarity-based
surrogate is applied to evaluate the trial offspring to reduce
the number of FEs. Mezura-Montes et al. [37] developed
a fitness inheritance-based evolution strategy for constrained
optimization problems. To perform the fitness inheritance well,
they also introduced two important parameters, i.e., inheritance ratio which determines the percentage of offspring to
use the fitness inheritance mechanism and replacement ratio
which determines the percentage of offspring with inherited
fitness values to survive into the next generation. Moreover,
the feasibility rule is chosen as the constraint-handling technique. Runarsson [38] constructed two surrogates, one for the
objective function and the other for the penalty function. After
the trial offspring are generated by (μ, λ)-evolution strategy,
stochastic ranking [19] is employed to select the best individual from the trial offspring. Büche et al. [39] proposed a novel
method based on GP. In this method, GP is constructed only
in the neighborhood of the current best individual.To balance
the exploration and exploitation, a merit function proposed
by Torczon and Trosset [40] is used to choose the best candidate among the trial offspring. Emmerich et al. [41] proposed
an efficient search method based on EA assisted by local
Gaussian random field metamodels. In this approach, a merit
function proposed by Schonlau et al. [42] is used to rank the
trial offspring and then prescreen the promising trial offspring.
Regis [43] developed an RBF-assisted evolutionary programming for high-dimensional constrained expensive black-box
optimization problems. This method makes use of the mutation operator of evolutionary programming to generate a very
large number of trial offspring for each parent and RBF to
evaluate them. Subsequently, the feasibility rule selects the
best candidate among the trial offspring. Based on the work
in [44], Bagheri et al. [45] self-adjusted the parameters in RBF
approximation for ECOPs.
The surrogate-assisted local search improves the quality
of each individual in the population in an iterative manner.
During the evolution, the local search exploits the information provided by surrogates of the original objective function and constraints to produce a sequence of offspring.
After that, the original objective function and constraints
are used to re-evaluate the final offspring. For instance,

Ong et al. [46] proposed a surrogate-assisted parallel
evolutionary optimization algorithm to solve ECOPs. In this
method, the local search, named feasible sequential quadratic
programming [47], is integrated with EA in the spirit of
Lamarckian learning. Moreover, a trust-region approach is
employed in the local search for interleaving use of the original objective function and constraints with the RBF surrogates.
Goh et al. [48] proposed a surrogate-assisted memetic coevolutionary framework to solve ECOPs, where the population
is divided into several subpopulations with random decomposition. After the offspring are generated in the co-evolutionary
optimization phase, the surrogate-assisted local search is
applied to each offspring. Moreover, a multiobjective ranking
scheme is designed to handle constraints. Handoko et al. [49]
proposed an SVM-assisted memetic algorithm for the constrained optimization problems with single equality constraint.
In this method, SVM is used to predict the relative position of
individuals with respect to the boundary of the feasible region,
and then the local search is only applied to the individuals
located near the boundary. Handoko et al. [50] further developed an effective chaperone for constrained memetic algorithm, called feasibility structure modeling. In this approach,
SVM identifies the location of an individual in the search space
as follows: deep inside the infeasible region, near the feasibility boundary, or deep inside the feasible region. Subsequently,
the location information is utilized to determine whether or not
the local search should be applied to an individual. Regis [51]
designed a trust region-like approach to improve the best
solution at the end of each generation.
From the above introduction, it is clear that the surrogateassisted prescreening methods usually employ global surrogates. Although global surrogates are able to enhance the
global search ability by exploring the whole search space, the
accuracy of the obtained solutions may be low. In addition,
the surrogate-assisted local search usually takes advantage of
local surrogates. Local surrogates can speed up the convergence by probing a relatively small search region; however,
they may ignore some promising regions in the search space.
Therefore, the capabilities of the current methods to converge
to the global optimum and keep a fast convergence speed
simultaneously are limited, especially when the fitness landscape of the search space or the structure of the feasible region
is complicated.
IV. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
A. Motivation
As discussed in Section III, the current methods either
employ global surrogates to explore the search space or utilize
local surrogates to accelerate the convergence. An interesting
question is whether we can integrate the advantages of both
global surrogates and local surrogates. We have observed,
however, that the above issue has not yet been systematically investigated in the community of expensive constrained
evolutionary optimization. In addition, to prevent the population from being misled by a false optimum introduced
by surrogates, it is necessary to refine the quality of surrogates gradually. In principle, when solving ECOPs by EAs,
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constraint-handling technique and surrogates are two critical
components. Therefore, the performance of a method will
depend strongly on the way of how to integrate them.
Based on the above considerations, we propose a global and
local surrogate-assisted DE which is the first attempt to synthesize global and local surrogates to solve ECOPs. GLoSADE
consists of two important phases at each generation: 1) global
surrogate-assisted phase and 2) local surrogate-assisted phase.
In the former, on the one hand, DE/rand/1/bin generates many
trial vectors for each individual with a probability 0.5. Then
GRNN is used to evaluate these trial vectors and the best trial
vector is selected based on the feasibility rule. The aim of
the above process is to locate the promising region quickly.
On the other hand, DE/current-to-rand/1 is another choice to
produce multiple trial vectors for each individual with a probability 0.5. Afterward, the uncertainties of these trial vectors
are calculated and the trial vector with the highest uncertainty is chosen, with the purpose of improving the quality
of surrogates. Additionally, in the latter, the interior point
method and RBF are performed as the local search on each
individual in the population, thus enhancing the accuracy of
solution. It is necessary to emphasize that GRNN and RBF are
both multioutput models. A multioutput model can approximate multiple functions at the same time. In this paper, we
separately approximate the original objective function and
each constraint by surrogates throughout the evolutionary process.1 On the whole, GLoSADE also provides an effective
combination of surrogates and constraint-handling techniques.
B. GLoSADE
The framework of GLoSADE is given in Fig. 1. First,
the initial population P0 is produced by Latin hypercube
design [52] and the initial archive A is constructed. At each
generation, both the global surrogate-assisted phase and the
local surrogate-assisted phase are performed for each individual in the population. In the global surrogate-assisted phase,
GRNN is constructed as the global surrogate to approximate
the original objective function and constraints. Afterward,
an offspring gk,t is generated for each individual xk,t in Pt
through the global surrogate-assisted search as explained in
Section IV-C. gk,t is re-evaluated with the original objective
function and constraints and its information is stored into A.
Subsequently, gk,t is compared with xk,t based on the feasibility rule and the better one survives into Qt . In the local
surrogate-assisted phase, an offspring lk,t is generated for each
individual xk,t in Qt via the local surrogate-assisted search as
explained in Section IV-D. Then, lk,t is re-evaluated with the
original objective function and constraints and its information
is also stored into A. Subsequently, the better one between
lk,t and xk,t is selected based on the feasibility rule and put
into Pt+1 . The above procedure is repeated until the maximum
number of FEs is reached.
1 There are two ways to approximate constraints: 1) approximating all the
constraints by making use of the degree of constraint violation G(x) and
2) approximating each of the constraints. The former can easily compute the
feasibility of an individual; however, it cannot identify the structure of each
constraint and reflect the property of the boundaries of the feasible region.
As a result, we choose the latter in this paper.

Fig. 1.

Framework of GLoSADE.

Surrogates play a crucial role in solving ECOPs by EAs.
Lim et al. [53] pointed out that SAEAs work on two major
tasks: 1) alleviating the curse of uncertainty and 2) benefiting
from the “blessing of the uncertainty.” The curse of uncertainty can be briefly defined as the phenomenon where SAEAs
search to stall or converge to a false optimum due to the
approximation error of a surrogate. The blessing of uncertainty
means that the approximation error of a surrogate can be
helpful to smooth the rough fitness landscape and promptly
locate the promising region. It is clear that both the curse
of uncertainty and the blessing of the uncertainty are related
to the approximation error of a surrogate, which represents
the shortcoming and advantage of the approximation error of
a surrogate, respectively. To alleviate the curse of uncertainty,
it is expected to build an accurate surrogate to approximate the
fitness landscape in the specified search region, thus reducing
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the approximation error. Under this condition, the surrogate is
always computationally expensive. However, the blessing of
uncertainty implies that we can use an inaccurate and cheap
surrogate to benefit from the approximation error. Obviously,
the above two aspects lead to a contradiction. To address
this contradiction, in this paper, we employ cheap GRNN
to construct a global surrogate and expensive RBF to construct multiple local surrogates. The training time complexity
of GRNN and RBF is O(DN) and O(DN 3 ), respectively, where
N denotes the size of training data. GRNN is a regression
model which does not model the training data exactly but gets
as close as possible to the training data on average; thereby
it is capable of smoothing the rugged fitness landscape. In
contrast, RBF is an interpolation model. During the modeling,
RBF passes through each of the training data; hence, it is able
to approximate the fitness landscape accurately. As a result, by
combining GRNN in the global surrogate-assisted phase and
RBF in the local surrogate-assisted phase, this paper strikes
a balance between the curse of uncertainty and the blessing
of the uncertainty.
As shown in step 8) of Fig. 1, all the individuals in archive A
are used to construct a GRNN in the global surrogate-assisted
phase. It is because we would like to identify the fitness landscape in the whole search space by taking advantage of all
the historical data. Since local search is performed on each
individual, a more reasonable way is to construct a RBF for
each individual in the local surrogate-assisted phase.
C. Global Surrogate-Assisted Search
The global surrogate-assisted search is a surrogate-assisted
prescreening method. For each target vector xk,t in Pt , it
involves two strategies to produce multiple trial vectors, evaluate these trial vectors, and select the best candidate gk,t from
these trial vectors. These two strategies are applied with the
same probability (i.e., 0.5).
In the first strategy, DE/rand/1/bin is adopted to generate λ
trial vectors for each target vector in the population, because
of its good exploration capability. Afterward, GRNN evaluates
these trial vectors and the best candidate is selected according to the feasibility rule [17]. The feasibility rule compares
pairwise individuals as follows.
1) When comparing two solutions that are predicted to
be feasible, the one with the better predicted objective
function value is chosen.
2) When comparing a solution that is predicted to be feasible with a solution that is predicted to be infeasible,
the former is chosen.
3) When comparing two solutions that are predicted to be
infeasible, the one with the lower predicted degree of
constraint violation is chosen.
It is evident that if the trial vectors only contain infeasible
solutions, the feasibility rule selects the best infeasible solution to guide the population toward the feasible region, which
is the first promising region needed to be located. On the
other hand, if the trial vectors contain at least one feasible
solution, the feasibility rule selects the best feasible solution
so as to guide the population toward the region containing
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the optimum, which is another promising region needed to be
located.
In the first strategy, first, DE/rand/1/bin explores the search
space by generating multiple trial vectors. Subsequently,
GRNN evaluates these trial vectors and filters some trial vectors in the unpromising region because GRNN can smooth
the rugged fitness landscape. Lastly, the feasibility rule selects
the best candidate among the trial vectors. Thus, through the
above steps, the first strategy achieves the quick locating of
the promising region.
Since the computation of the original objective function and
constraints is extremely expensive in ECOPs, it is desirable
to evaluate the individuals with the original objective function
and constraints as less as possible, which results in the limited
training data for modeling. Obviously, the above phenomenon
has a side effect on the quality of a surrogate. It is noteworthy that the surrogate with the wrong global optimum will
definitely mislead the evolutionary search. In order to prevent
the above phenomenon, an uncertainty-based rule is proposed
in this paper to improve the quality of surrogates including
GRNN and RBF. It selects a candidate with the highest uncertainty from the trial vectors. The uncertainty-based rule is
inspired by the concept of active learning [54], where the training data are selected actively to improve the quality of a surrogate. The uncertainty measures the prediction confidence of
a surrogate at a given point. The commonly used way to measure the uncertainty is the variance of the prediction value.
The larger the variance, the more sparse the sample points
around a given point, so the more inaccurate the prediction
of a surrogate at this point. Among the regression models,
the Bayesian regression [55] can calculate the variance of
a surrogate. Note, however, that the Bayesian regression contains some problem-dependent hyper-parameters. Therefore,
to overcome the dependence of problem-specific prior knowledge, we assume that the noise error of the Bayesian regression
is zero and choose the cubic form function as the basis function. Finally, the variance is computed in the form of RBF as
follows:
 x )T
 x)−1 φ(
σ 2 (x) = −φ(

(14)

 x) = (φ(x − x1 ), . . . , φ(x − xN )) and  has the same
where φ(
definition as in (13). In this paper, (14) is used to measure
the uncertainty of a surrogate at a given point. To save the
computational time, the uncertainty of a surrogate in xk,t is
computed with the η nearest points in archive A to xk,t . In this
paper, η = 100.
In the second strategy, DE/current-to-rand/1 is used to generate λ trial vectors. It is necessary to emphasize that the
binomial crossover is not applied to DE/current-to-rand/1
and it thus exhibits the rotation-invariant feature [56]. In
DE/current-to-rand/1, each target vector xk,t in Pt learns the
information from other individuals randomly. Moreover, the
center of all the trial vectors is the target vector, which means
that all the trial vectors are distributed around the target vector.
Thus, the trial vector with the highest uncertainty has the most
potential to enhance the quality of surrogates in the neighborhood of the target vector. At the early stage of evolution,
the trial vectors in the population scatter in the search space
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direction pr and a step size αr are constructed by making use
of f̂ (x), ĝ1 (x), . . . , ĝp (x). As a result, a new solution yr+1 is
generated: yr+1 = yr + αr pr . The interior point method ends
when 300 iterations are exhausted. With the termination of
the interior point method, the resultant solution (denoted as
lk,t ) is considered as the best candidate generated by the local
surrogate-assisted search.
Remark 1: Recently, researchers have proposed several surrogate-assisted DE for tackling EUOPs [59], [60].
However, to the best of knowledge, this paper presents the
first attempt to integer DE with surrogates for dealing with
ECOPs. Moreover, in this paper we suggest a global and local
surrogate-assisted DE framework.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S TUDY
Fig. 2.

Global surrogate-assisted search.

and the diversity of the population is good. Under this condition, the trial vectors with the highest uncertainty can be
used to improve the quality of surrogates in the entire search
space. In addition, at the middle and later stages of evolution, the target vectors in the population gather in a small
search region near the optimal solution. Accordingly, the trial
vectors chosen by the uncertainty-based rule has the capability to refine the quality of surrogates in the neighborhood
of the optimal solution. Therefore, combining DE/current-torand/1 with the uncertainty-based rule is able to improve the
quality of surrogates over the course of evolution.
The implementation of the global surrogate-assisted search
is shown in Fig. 2.
D. Local Surrogate-Assisted Search
To further accelerate the convergence, the interior point
method [57], a popular local search method, is incorporated
into the local surrogate-assisted search. For each individual
xk,t in Qt , the interior point method solves an optimization
problem with the following form:
minimize: f̂ (x)
subject to: ĝj (x) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , p
L̃i ≤ xi ≤ Ũi , i = 1, . . . , D

(15)

where f̂ (x) and ĝj (x) are the RBF surrogates built with the K
nearest points in archive A to xk,t for the original objective
function and the jth constraint, respectively, and L̃i and Ũi are
the minimum and maximum values of the ith dimension of
the K nearest points in archive A to xk,t , respectively. In this
paper, K = max((D + 1)(D + 2)/2, 100).2
In the local surrogate-assisted search, the interior point
method iteratively minimizes the optimization problem in (15)
on the approximated

 landscape, starting with the initial
solution y0 y0 = xk,t . In the rth iteration, a gradient descent
2 As pointed out in [58], when establishing a quadratic interpolation model,
at least (D + 1)(D + 2)/2 sample points are required to determine its parameters. As we know, the quadratic interpolation model is a basic nonlinear
model. Therefore, when we build a more complex model, it is natural that the
number of sample points should be greater than or equal to (D + 1)(D + 2)/2.

The benchmark test functions with only inequality constraints collected in IEEE CEC2006 [27], IEEE CEC2010 [28],
and IEEE CEC2017 [29] were employed to demonstrate the
capability of GLoSADE. We assume that the computation
of their objective functions and constraints is expensive in
this empirical study. The main characteristics of these test
functions are reported in Tables S1–S3 in the supplementary
material.
GLoSADE includes five main parameters: the population
size (NP); the number of trial vectors generated for each target
vector in the global surrogate-assisted search (λ); the scaling
factor and the crossover control parameter of DE/rand/1/bin
(F 1 and CR1 ); and the scaling factor of DE/current-to-rand/1
(F 2 ). These parameters were set as follows: NP = 80, λ = 100,
F 1 = 0.8, CR1 = 0.4, and F 2 = 0.4. For each test function,
25 independent runs were executed.
A. Comparison With mViE on Test Functions Collected in
IEEE CEC2006
Firstly, the performance of GLoSADE was compared with
that of mViE [61] on 13 benchmark test functions from IEEE
CEC2006. mViE is an outstanding method recently proposed
by Maesani et al. for solving constrained optimization problems. Maesani et al. [61] compared mViE with several
popular and representative methods in constrained evolutionary optimization, such as ε-DE [62], ε-RDE [63], PSO [64],
ASRES [65], (μ + λ)-CDE [66], and ICDE [67]. The experimental results confirm that mViE outperforms them. For
the above compared methods, ε-RDE and ASRES belong to
SAEAs. Note that the main advantage of mViE is its efficiency.
As reported in [61], mViE can find the optimal solutions
within a very limited number of FEs for these 13 benchmark
test functions.
Two performance metrics were used to compare GLoSADE
with mViE.3
1) The first performance metric is the successful rate (SR),
which represents the percentage of the successful runs.
A run is considered as successful if it can find
a feasible solution satisfying the successful condition
(f (xbest )− f (x∗ ) < 0.0001) within the given maximum
3 To ensure a fair comparison, the experimental results of mViE were
directly taken from the original paper [61].
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TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF M V I E AND GL O SADE IN T ERMS OF SR, SFE S , AND AR OVER 25 I NDEPENDENT
RUNS ON 13 T EST F UNCTIONS W ITH O NLY I NEQUALITY C ONSTRAINTS F ROM IEEE CEC2006

number of FEs (MaxFEs), where xbest is the best feasible solution found and x∗ is the best known solution.
In the experiments, MaxFEs in GLoSADE was set to
7000 for all the test functions expect for CEC200602 .
Due to the fact that it is very difficult to find the optimal
solution of CEC200602 , the corresponding MaxFEs was
set to 40 000.
2) For the second performance metric, the number of FEs
required to reach the successful condition is recorded
(denoted as SFEs) in each run, which is used to assess
the convergence speed. Furthermore, the acceleration
rate (AR) between mViE and GLoSADE is calculated
for each test function
MSFEsmViE − MSFEsGLoSADE
× 100%
(16)
AR =
MSFEsmViE
where MSFEsmViE and MSFEsGLoSADE denote the mean
SFEs derived from mViE and GLoSADE, respectively.
Table I summarizes the statistics of SR and SFEs provided by mViE and GLoSADE. As shown in Table I,
both mViE and GLoSADE can successfully solve these
13 test functions in all 25 runs. Overall, GLoSADE
can succeed in satisfying the successful condition within
a small number of FEs. Specifically, for six test functions (i.e., CEC200601 , CEC200604 , CEC200606 , CEC200607 ,
CEC200608 , and CEC200624 ), GLoSADE takes less than
1000 FEs on average to reach the global optimum at the
precision of 0.0001. For three test functions (i.e., CEC200612 ,
CEC200616 , and CEC200618 ), GLoSADE consumes less than
1500 FEs on average to satisfy the successful condition. It is
worth noting that CEC200618 contains 13 nonlinear constraints
and the feasibility ratio is approximate to zero, which reveals
that GLoSADE has the capability to solve ECOPs with many
nonlinear constraints and extremely small feasible region.
For three test functions (i.e., CEC200609 , CEC200610 , and
CEC200619 ), the mean SFEs is less than 2900. CEC200602 is
a high-dimensional constrained optimization problem with one
highly nonlinear objective function and one highly nonlinear constraint. Moreover, CEC200602 contains many local

optima. Owing to the high dimensionality, high nonlinearity,
and limited training data, it is very likely to build a surrogate
with the wrong global optimum for CEC200602 , thus misleading the evolutionary search. Although CEC200602 is such
a complex constrained optimization problem, GLoSADE consistently achieves the successful condition with not very big
SFEs in 25 runs.
To detect the statistical difference between mViE and
GLoSADE, the t-test at a 0.05 significance level was performed based on the average SFEs. In Table I, “+,” “−,”
and “∼” denote that the performance of mViE is better than,
worse than, and similar to that of GLoSADE, respectively.
It can be seen from Table I that GLoSADE performs significantly better than mViE on all the test functions except
for CEC200608 . As far as AR is concerned, GLoSADE
reduces on average 70.04% FEs to reach the optimal solution, compared with mViE. Moreover, on six test functions (i.e., CEC200601 , CEC200604 , CEC200607 , CEC200610 ,
CEC200618 , and CEC200619 ), GLoSADE converges on average more than 80% faster than mViE toward the optimal
solution. In particular, for CEC200601 , GLoSADE saves the
number of FEs up to 98.22% compared with mViE.
The above comparison suggests that GLoSADE shows
better convergence speed than mViE.
B. Comparison With (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF and FROFI on Test
Functions Collected in IEEE CEC2006, IEEE CEC2010,
and IEEE CEC2017
Subsequently, we compared GLoSADE against (μ + μ)CEP-RBF [43] and FROFI [11] on 13 test functions from
IEEE CEC2006 [27], six test functions with 10D and 30D
from IEEE CEC2010 [28], and nine test functions with 10D
and 30D from IEEE CEC2017 [29]. (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF is
a RBF-assisted evolutionary programming proposed by Regis
for high-dimensional black-box ECOPs. (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF
has demonstrated its excellent performance in solving some
benchmark and practical high-dimensional black-box ECOPs.
In addition, FROFI is a very recent constrained optimization
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TABLE II
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF, FROFI, AND GL O SADE W ITH 3000 FE S OVER 25 I NDEPENDENT RUNS ON 13 T EST F UNCTIONS
W ITH O NLY I NEQUALITY C ONSTRAINTS F ROM IEEE CEC2006. (#) D ENOTES THE N UMBER OF T RIALS IN W HICH AT L EAST
O NE F EASIBLE S OLUTION I S F OUND IN THE F INAL P OPULATION OVER 25 I NDEPENDENT RUNS

EA, which incorporates objective function information into the
feasibility rule.
To compare the performance of GLoSADE with that of
(μ + μ)-CEP-RBF and FROFI, we reimplemented the codes
of (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF and FROFI provided by Regis [43] and
Wang et al. [11], respectively. All the parameter settings of
(μ+μ)-CEP-RBF and FROFI were consistent with the original
papers. It is necessary to emphasize that in [43] the initial population must have at least one feasible individual. In contrast,
GLoSADE does not have any specific requirements for the
initial population. For a fair comparison, the initial population
of (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF, FROFI, and GLoSADE were generated
with the same method, i.e., Latin hypercube design. The experimental results of (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF, FROFI, and GLoSADE
are summarized in Table II, and Tables S4 and S5 in the supplementary material, under the condition that MaxFEs = 3000.
In Table II, Table S4, and Table S5, if a method cannot consistently find at least one feasible solution in the final population
over 25 independent runs, we only reported the number of
feasible trials. In addition, the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at
a 0.05 significance level was used to test the statistical significance between GLoSADE and each of (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF and
FROFI.
Next, we give the detailed performance comparison from
two aspects.
1) For the 13 test functions from IEEE CEC2006, their
optimal solutions have been reported in [27]. Thus,
Table II records the mean and standard deviation of
the function error value (f (xbest ) − f (x∗ )) provided
by the three compared methods over 25 runs on
these 13 test functions. From Table II, GLoSADE
outperforms (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF on all the 13 test
functions except for CEC200624 according to the
Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at a 0.05 significance level,
in terms of the average function error value. For
CEC200624 , (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF performs better than
GLoSADE. Note that the mean function error values
of GLoSADE are several orders of magnitude lower
than that of (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF on eight test functions
(i.e., CEC200601 , CEC200606 , CEC200607 , CEC200608 ,

CEC200609 , CEC200610 , CEC200618 , and CEC200619 ).
This may be because the local surrogate-assisted search
of GLoSADE enhances the accuracy of individuals by
the interior point method. Moreover, we further computed SR based on the function error value. We can
also observe from Table II that GLoSADE provides
higher SR than (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF on nine test functions
(i.e., CEC200601 , CEC200606 , CEC200607 , CEC200608 ,
CEC200609 , CEC200610 , CEC200612 , CEC200618 , and
CEC200619 ). Moreover, for eight out of these nine test
functions, GLoSADE is able to provide 100% SR. For
the remaining four test functions, GLoSADE provides
the same SR with (μ+μ)-CEP-RBF. In addition, FROFI
shows the worst performance among the three compared methods. To be specific, it performs worse than
GLoSADE on all the 13 test functions with the exception
of CEC200612 . For CEC200612 , there is no significant
difference between FROFI and GLoSADE. Moreover,
FROFI fails to consistently find feasible solutions for
two test functions, i.e., CEC200610 and CEC200618 ,
and successfully solves only one test function, i.e.,
CEC200608 . The poor performance of FROFI signifies that a method which aims at solving the general
constrained optimization problems cannot achieve competitive performance on ECOPs due to the limited
number of FEs.
2) For the six test functions with 10D and 30D from IEEE
CEC2010, and the nine test functions with 10D and 30D
from IEEE CEC2017, their optimal solutions cannot be
known a priori. As a result, we recorded the average and
standard deviation of objective function values resulting from the three compared methods over 25 runs in
Tables S4 and S5 in the supplementary material. It is
necessary to point out that these test functions include
some extremely complex properties: highly nonlinear
objective functions and/or constraints, rotated objective
function, nonseparable decision variables, large search
space, etc. Consequently, they pose a grand challenge
to the three compared methods. However, as can be
seen from Tables S4 and S5, GLoSADE still shows
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(d)

Fig. 3. Evolution of the mean function error values of (μ+μ)-CEP-RBF and GLoSADE on four test functions. (a) CEC200601 . (b) CEC200602 . (c) CEC200608 .
(d) CEC200612 .

better overall performance than the two competitors.
In terms of the six test functions with 10D and 30D
from IEEE CEC2010, GLoSADE performs better than
or similar to (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF and FROFI according
to the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at a 0.05 significance
level. Compared with GLoSADE, (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF
and FROFI cannot consistently provide feasible solutions on one case (CEC201015 with 30D) and two
cases (CEC201013 with 30D and CEC201015 with 30D),
respectively. With respect to the nine test functions with
10D and 30D from IEEE CEC2017, (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF
is better than GLoSADE on two cases (i.e., CEC201701
with 10D and CEC201702 with 10D) and FROFI has
an edge over GLoSADE on one case (i.e., CEC201701
with 10D). However, GLoSADE beats (μ + μ)-CEPRBF and FROFI on nine and ten cases, respectively.
Moreover, FROFI is unable to find any feasible solution on CEC201713 with 10D and CEC201722 with 10D,
compared with GLoSADE.
Fig. 3 plots the convergence curves for GLoSADE and
(μ + μ)-CEP-RBF on four representative test functions (i.e.,
CEC200601 , CEC200602 , CEC200608 , and CEC200612 ). The
horizontal axis represents the number of FEs and the vertical
axis represents the average function error value. As shown in
Fig. 3, (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF tends to converge very fast in the
early stage of evolution. Note, however, that it suffers from
stagnation in the middle and later stages of evolution. The
above phenomenon can be explained as follows. In (μ + μ)CEP-RBF, the best candidate is preselected from a huge
number of trial offspring [i.e., min(1000 × D, 10 000) trial offspring], which leads to the dramatic decrease of diversity of
the population. Whereas, GLoSADE selects the best candidate
from just 100 trial offspring. Moreover, the uncertainty-based
rule of GLoSADE is also beneficial to increase the diversity
of the population.
The above comparison demonstrates that GLoSADE outperforms (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF and FROFI in terms of the solution
quality on three test suites.

C. Effectiveness of Some Components in GLoSADE
In this section, additional experiments were conducted
to investigate the effectiveness of some components in
GLoSADE. The 13 test functions from IEEE CEC2006 were

chosen to produce the experimental results over 25 independent runs with MaxFEs = 3000. Moreover, the Wilcoxon’s
rank sum test at a 0.05 significance level was performed
between GLoSADE and each competitor.
1) Effectiveness of the Uncertainty-Based Rule: The
uncertainty-based rule is designed in this paper to alleviate the inaccuracy of surrogates. To study the effectiveness
of this rule, we considered another variant of GLoSADE,
called GLoSADE_WoU, in which the uncertainty-based rule
was removed from GLoSADE. The mean and standard deviation of function error values resulting from GLoSADE
and GLoSADE_WoU are summarized in Table S6 in the
supplementary material. As shown in Table S6, GLoSADE
surpasses GLoSADE_WoU on nine test functions. In contrast, GLoSADE_WoU is better than GLoSADE on only
one test function (i.e., CEC200609 ). The reasons why the
performance of GLoSADE_WoU is better than GLoSADE
on CEC200609 are twofold: 1) the convergence speed of
both GLoSADE_WoU and GLoSADE is very fast for
CEC200609 and 2) the uncertainty-based rule in GLoSADE
aims at putting more emphasis on the sparse regions and
adding the diversity of the population; thus, the accuracy
of the solution provided by GLoSADE is slightly worse
than that provided by GLoSADE_WoU. In addition, the
performance improvement provided by GLoSADE against
GLoSADE_WoU is quite significant on seven test functions (i.e., CEC200606 , CEC200607 , CEC200608 , CEC200610 ,
CEC200612 , CEC200618 , and CEC200619 ).
The above analysis verifies that the uncertainty-based rule
can enhance the quality of the surrogates and thus improve
the performance of GLoSADE.
2) Effectiveness of the Global Surrogate-Assisted Phase
and the Local Surrogate-Assisted Phase: GLoSADE consists of two important phases: global surrogate-assisted
phase and local surrogate-assisted phase. In order to analyze the role of each phase in GLoSADE, two variants of
GLoSADE, namely GLoSADE_Global and GLoSADE_Local,
were considered. In GLoSADE_Global, the local surrogateassisted phase was removed from GLoSADE. In addition,
in GLoSADE_Local, the global surrogate-assisted phase was
eliminated from GLoSADE. Table S7, in the supplementary material, summarizes the mean and standard deviation
of function error values derived from GLoSADE_Global,
GLoSADE_Local, and GLoSADE. Besides, Fig. 4 shows the
convergence curves of the three compared methods on three
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the mean function error values of GLoSADE_Global, GLoSADE_Local, and GLoSADE on three test functions. (a) CEC200604 .
(b) CEC200608 . (c) CEC200612 .

representative test functions (i.e., CEC200604 , CEC200608 ,
and CEC200612 ).
From Table S7, GLoSADE exhibits superior performance
against GLoSADE_Global and GLoSADE_Local on 13 and
11 test functions, respectively. However, GLoSADE_Global
and GLoSADE_Local cannot beat GLoSADE on any test
functions. More importantly, both GLoSADE_Global and
GLoSADE_Local cannot consistently find feasible solutions on one test function. The poor performance of
GLoSADE_Global and GLoSADE_Local could be attributed
to the following facts: 1) without the local surrogate-assisted
phase, GLoSADE_Global suffers from slow convergence
speed and 2) due to the lack of sufficient sampling in the
search space, GLoSADE_Local is prone to converge to a local
attraction basin very fast and then fall into stagnation during the subsequent evolution. Fig. 4 further verifies the above
analysis.
Based on the results provided in the above experiments, we
can conclude that both kinds of surrogate-assisted phases are
certainly important for the performance of GLoSADE.
3) Effectiveness of GRNN in the Global Surrogate-Assisted
Phase: In GLoSADE, following the guideline of blessing of
the uncertainty, GRNN was used to construct the global surrogate in the global surrogate-assisted phase. However, there
are also other popular techniques, such as RBF and GP, to
fit global surrogates. One may be interested in what will
happen to the performance of GLoSADE if we use RBF
or GP instead of GRNN in the global surrogate-assisted
phase. To this end, we replaced GRNN with RBF and GP,
and the resultant methods are denoted as GLoSADE_RBF
and GLoSADE_GP. Table S8, in the supplementary material, records the experimental results of GLoSADE_RBF,
GLoSADE_GP, and GLoSADE.
The first observation from Table S8 is that GLoSADE,
GLoSADE_RBF, and GLoSADE_GP show overall similar performance, in terms of the function error value.
Specifically, GLoSADE outperforms GLoSADE_RBF and
GLoSADE_GP on three and four test functions, respectively, and GLoSADE_RBF and GLoSADE_GP perform better than GLoSADE on two and five test functions, respectively.
However, as far as the runtime is concerned, the performance
difference among them is quite significant.4 It can be seen
that GLoSADE is on average 1.9 times and 18.5 times faster
4 The runtime was recorded on Intel machine with Core i5-4590 CPU
@3.30 GHz and 8 GB of RAM.

than GLoSADE_RBF and GLoSADE_GP, respectively. It is
because the computational time complexity of RBF and GP is
much higher than that of GRNN. To be specific, the computational time complexity of RBF is O(DN 3 ) as introduced in
Section IV-B, and the computational time complexity of a typical learning algorithm for GP is O(TDN 3 ) [4], where T is the
number of iterations, D is the number of decision variables,
and N denotes the size of training data.
Therefore, GRNN is a good choice for the global surrogateassisted phase. It can achieve competitive performance with
a less computational cost.
Remark 2: The effect of the parameter settings of
GLoSADE was given in Section S-I in the supplementary
material.
VI. R EAL -W ORLD A PPLICATIONS
GLoSADE was further applied to solve two practical
ECOPs, i.e., the optimal shape design of transonic airfoil and
the topology optimization of energy-absorbing component.
A. Optimal Shape Design of Transonic Airfoil
The optimal shape design of transonic airfoil is a complex
and expensive task, which needs numerous CFD simulations. Herein, we performed an optimal shape design of
a 2-D transonic airfoil, the initial geometry of which is the
NACA0012 airfoil in transonic inviscid flow (shown in Fig. S4
in the supplementary material). The shape of the 2-D transonic
airfoil is parameterized by a set of Hicks–Henne bump functions based on the initial geometry NACA0012. Hicks–Henne
bump functions involve 38 design variables and the range of
each design variable is [−0.02, 0.02]. By changing the parameters of Hicks–Henne bump functions, different shapes of the
airfoil can be obtained. In this application, the objective is
to minimize the drag of the airfoil with lift, moment, and
thickness constraints
minimize: drag(x)
subject to: lift(x) > 0.327
moment(x) > 0
thickness(x) > 0.12.

(17)

The CFD simulations of aerodynamic performance
were undertaken by SU2 [68], which is a piece of
open-source software. The resources (i.e., the configuration
file and the mesh file) of this application for simulation are
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TABLE III
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF ICGA AND GL O SADE OVER F IVE
I NDEPENDENT RUNS ON T OPOLOGY O PTIMIZATION OF
E NERGY-A BSORBING C OMPONENT

Fig. 5.

Geometrical configuration of multicell structure.

Fig. 7. Convergence curves and the best variable distribution derived from
ICGA and GLoSADE.

Fig. 6.

Variable distribution of multicell structure.

available in the directory of SU2. SU2 takes around 14 s to
run one simulation of the transonic airfoil in our computer.
Fig. S5, in the supplementary material, shows the convergence of the mean of the best feasible objective function
value for the shape design of a 2-D transonic airfoil obtained
by (μ + μ)-CEP-RBF and GLoSADE after 500 FEs over
25 independent runs. The population size of (μ + μ)-CEPRBF and GLoSADE was set to 10 in this application. As
shown in Fig. S5, GLoSADE exhibits better convergence
performance. Specifically, the mean drag values resulting from
(μ+μ)-CEP-RBF and GLoSADE are 1.61E-06 and 4.05E-07,
respectively.
B. Topology Optimization of Energy-Absorbing Component
The design of energy-absorbing component in vehicles is
an important part of lightweight, and the topological structure
of the energy-absorbing component has a significant impact
on the crashworthiness of vehicles. Indeed, the design of
energy-absorbing component is a very expensive optimization
problem. Recently, Sun et al. [69] proposed an integer-coded
genetic algorithm (ICGA) to design an energy-absorbing component with multicell structure. The schematic of the multicell
structure used in [69] is shown in Fig. 5, where the length
of tube (H) is 150 mm, the cross-sectional dimension (L×L)
is 80 mm × 80 mm, and the initial thickness of Web walls
(T) is 1 mm. In addition, Fig. 6 depicts the variable distribution of this multicell structure. As shown in Fig. 6, the
structure is 1/8 symmetric; hence, the thicknesses of nine
Web walls are considered as the design variables: x1 , . . . , x9 ,
where xi ∈ {0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.2}(i = 1, . . . , 9). In the design
of energy-absorbing component, the energy absorption (EA)
and the peak crushing force (PCF) are commonly used to

assess the structural crashworthiness, where EA and PCF represent the total absorbed energy and the maximum crushing
force during the entire collapse process, respectively. The more
the energy absorbed, the better the structural crashworthiness.
Overall, this design can be formulated to maximize EA with
the PCF and mass constraints
maximize: EA(x)
subject to: PCF(x) ≤ 55
M(x) ≤ 31.3137.

(18)

The nonlinear explicit finite element code, LS-DYNA, was
utilized to simulate the crashing process of the multicell structure. It needs about 23 min to run one simulation of the
crashing process of the multicell structure in our computer.
Due to the fact that this application is extremely computationally expensive, ICGA and GLoSADE were independently
run five times. According to the report in [69], the maximum
EA found by ICGA is 3.66. Table III presents the average
number of FEs needed by ICGA and GLoSADE to reach this
EA value over five runs. From Table III, ICGA consumes on
average 1610 FEs. In contrast, GLoSADE only takes on average 412 FEs. Thus, GLoSADE saves 74.4% FEs and reduces
(1610-412)*23/60∼459.2 h compared with ICGA. Fig. 7 plots
the convergence curves and the best variable distribution
derived from ICGA and GLoSADE.
The above experiments reveal that GLoSADE could be an
effective tool to solve ECOPs in the real-world applications.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Combination of global search and local search has been
proven to be very successful in solving different kinds
of optimization problems in the evolutionary computation
research community [24], [70]. However, few attempts have
been made along this line to investigate the solution of
ECOPs, in which the evaluation of the objective function and
constraints could be extremely computationally expensive.
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This paper attempts to introduce a novel global and
local surrogate-assisted DE for solving ECOPs with inequality constraints, called GLoSADE. It consists of two main
phases: 1) global surrogate-assisted phase and 2) local
surrogate-assisted phase. In the global surrogate-assisted
phase, GRNN is used to construct the global surrogates.
Afterward, DE/rand/1/bin is combined with the feasibility
rule to locate the promising area quickly, and DE/current-torand/1 is integrated with the uncertainty-based rule to improve
the quality of surrogates to a certain degree. In addition, the
local surrogate-assisted phase makes use of RBF to build
the local surrogates and the interior point method to refine
the quality of each individual, with the aim of speeding
up the convergence. Overall, GLoSADE reaches a tradeoff
between effectiveness and efficiency.
From the comparative study on benchmark test functions
chosen from IEEE CEC2006, IEEE CEC2010, and IEEE
CEC2017, the performance GLoSADE is better than that
of three other well-known methods in terms of the selected
performance metrics. Moreover, GLoSADE has been applied
to two real-world cases to verify its capability.
Currently, very few methods provide the experimental
results for ECOPs with equality constraints. It is because
it is very hard for surrogates to approximate equality constraints, in particular, nonlinear equality constraints. In principle, when dealing with ECOPs, the aim of surrogates is
to approximate objective function and constraints. However,
nonlinear equality constraints pose a grand challenge to such
approximation. In the future, we will study how to improve
the performance of GLoSADE on ECOPs with nonlinear
equality constraints. Additionally, the feasibility rule [17] is
adopted as the constraint-handling technique in this paper.
Further investigation of other constraint-handling techniques
(such as multiobjective optimization-based constraint-handling
techniques) under the framework of GLoSADE will be an
interesting and promising part of our future work.
The MATLAB source code of GLoSADE can be downloaded from Y. Wang’s homepage: http://www.escience.cn/
people/yongwang1/index.html.
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